
Standard Features

KN 54 HBC PLC
FLASH BUTT WELDING MACHINE

- 10x0,65mm - 54x1,60mm width Bi-Metal band  CT band welding capacity

(please look at las page for more specific information)

- Pyrometer annealing control unit

- Manuel adjusting up to 400 bar pressure of clamping system

- Manuel adjusting up to 250 bar pressure of upsetting system

- From 8mm up to 14mm manuel adjustable jaw gap regulation

- Hydro-Pneumatic clamping system- Hydro-Pneumatic clamping system
- PLC controlled 7” Touch 

Screen HMI

- 99 Program memories for fully 

range of band saw blade di-

mensions

- Spark Protection Cover

- High pressure air cleaning 

system (Air blow off)

- Air tank and pistol

Optional Features...



Optional Features...
HBA/C PLC - PLC CONTROL UNIT FOR 

HBA AND HBAC TYPE WELDING MACHINES

You can choose your operating system on the Temelsan  welding machines. As per your location, you 

are free to choose the operating system of PLC and servo components. 

The gearbox of the PLC systems are standart as per all of your choice. The brand selection may affect 

delivery times and total cost of the machine. 

We offer our customers three different brands for the operating system. We offer our customers three different brands for the operating system. 

HBA/C PLC – OMR - This option has Omron PLC unit and Omron brand servo motors in the system. All 

other switching equipment of electric are Eaton, Siemens or WeidMüller. 

HBA/C PLC – AB - This option has Allen Bradley PLC unit and Allen Bradley brand servo motors in the 

system. All other switching equipment of electric are Eaton, Siemens or WeidMüller. 

HBA/C PLC – SM - This option has Siemens PLC unit, Siemens brand servo motors and Siemens HMI 

in the system. All other switching equipment of electric are also Siemens.

What you will get with PLC option,What you will get with PLC option,

- Automatic clamping pressure ajustment via Festo automatic air regulators by receipt

- Automatic upsetting pressure adjustment via Festo automatic air regulators by receipt

- Automatic jaw gap adjustment on welding position by receipt

- Automatic aw gap adjustment on annealing position by receipt

- Automatic adjustment of parallel clamping for different size blades

- Servo motorized operational cam drive

- Servo motorized jaw gap adjustment- Servo motorized jaw gap adjustment

- Plenitary gearbox system for both motors

- 400 different log capacity

- Easy programing via USB

- Barcode Reading port

- No test weldings fafter the size changes
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BARCODE READER

Customers can use their own stock codes to program and run 

the machine with a barcode reading system.

With a barcode reader operator doesn’t need to search the prog-

ram from the long list and makes no mistake choices.

HBA/C MSS – MOTORIZED STOPPER SYSTEM FOR 

HBA AND HBC TYPE WELDING MACHINES

Motorized Stopper System that allows the operator to set the Motorized Stopper System that allows the operator to set the 

stoppers for each different TPI of the blade in the right positi-

on. For all operations even if the operator changes from one 

to the other size or also can change only the TPI of the same 

size blade, the Motorized Stopper System will react in a 

second. Also the motorized stopper system is perfectly de-

signed to save the carbide tipped blades. The stoppers are 

these only to place the blade to the machine.

HBA/C – X - POWER LOWER JAWS ( ELECTRODES ) 

FOR HBA AND HBC TYPE WELDERS

The X-Power electrodes are stronger and have a longer life than usual 

electrodes. Longer life will give you less service time and definitely will 

save your time and money. 

Liquid Cooling Unit 
 
 The Liquid cooling unit is an external machine made for coo-
ling the jaws.
 The cooling unit has the advantage of keeping the adjusted 
jaw level temperature for serial weld      operations constantly. 
 Re-adjustment of welding current value are almost not 
needed anymore. Recommended for serial    welding procedu-
res, like any minute a weld or more.
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